STANDARD NOT ENGRAVING.
ALL WINDOWS FITTED WILL BE

DATE: 
NAME: Signature:
Customer: 

APPROVAL BOX

KEY TO SYMBOLS

gas point 1000mm above F.L.
2 x2 Convoyer header--spur
2 x slt water storage header
Thm slt, 1000mm above f.l.
Thm slt, 300mm above f.l.
4 fluorescent light
light switch
Commuter unit

2.4' x 10' Complex
Mac Containers
POLYTURF FLOORING
WHITE PLASTIC TRIM
MONO WHITE CEILING PANELS
LAND USING EG62001 & INSULATED

Issue Date Customer Request: 11/12/08
First Issue Customer Request: 1/9/12/08
Customer Request: 2/11/08
Preliminary Update: 6/05/09
Customer Request: 2/11/08
Preliminary Update: 6/05/09
Customer Request: 3/05/10